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Abstract: The current endeavor of moving AI ethics from theory to practice can frequently be observed
in academia and industry and indicates a major achievement in the theoretical understanding of
responsible AI. Its practical application, however, currently poses challenges, as mechanisms for
translating the proposed principles into easily feasible actions are often considered unclear and
not ready for practice. In particular, a lack of uniform, standardized approaches that are aligned
with regulatory provisions is often highlighted by practitioners as a major drawback to the practical
realization of AI governance. To address these challenges, we propose a stronger shift in focus
from solely the trustworthiness of AI products to the perceived trustworthiness of the development
process by introducing a concept for a trustworthy development process for AI systems. We derive
this process from a semi-systematic literature analysis of common AI governance documents to
identify the most prominent measures for operationalizing responsible AI and compare them to
implications for AI providers from EU-centered regulatory frameworks. Assessing the resulting
process along derived characteristics of trustworthy processes shows that, while clarity is often
mentioned as a major drawback, and many AI providers tend to wait for finalized regulations before
reacting, the summarized landscape of proposed AI governance mechanisms can already cover many
of the binding and non-binding demands circulating similar activities to address fundamental risks.
Furthermore, while many factors of procedural trustworthiness are already fulfilled, limitations are
seen particularly due to the vagueness of currently proposed measures, calling for a detailing of
measures based on use cases and the system’s context.

Keywords: artificial intelligence governance framework; ethical duties; legal duties; AI ethics principle
operationalization; responsible AI; semi-systematic review

1. Introduction

Numerous international governmental or non-governmental stakeholders have pro-
posed fundamental principles for responsible AI that are supported by many organizations
using and providing AI applications. A consensus on the fundamental values that shall
build the foundation for responsible AI conceptualizations has been found around princi-
ples like transparency, justice and fairness, non-maleficence, responsibility, and privacy [1].
Ensuring that AI systems adhere to such fundamental system properties is expected to fos-
ter their perceived trustworthiness and increase stakeholder trust in AI technologies [2,3].

To incorporate these ethical principles in practice, a popular endeavor is to move
responsible AI from principle to practice by operationalizing the derived characteristics
for trustworthy AI applications. Mittelstadt [4], for example, confirms a lack of proven
methods to translate AI ethics principles into practice, and Ryan and Stahl [5] argue that
a mapping between higher-level principles and concrete methods is required to adopt
them. Larsson [6] even more specifically concludes a “need for moving from principle
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to process in the governance of AI” (p. 437). Particularly, duties that arise for the AI-
providing organization are rarely concretely defined, although, of course, AI providers bear
a central role in the AI actors’ ecosystem and thus the move from principles for AI ethics
to responsible AI in practice [7]. Based on the high-level fundamentals of trustworthy AI,
AI governance research, therefore, has started to focus on elaborating implications of the
defined principles to determine characteristics of responsible AI systems (e.g., [5,8]) as well
as mechanisms to implement those (e.g., [9–11]).

This shows that the need for responsible AI is widely recognized, and the operational-
ization of abstract principles to concrete actions is often identified as an appropriate way to
bring them into practice. However, the implementation of agreed-upon practices within
the industry has not been as comprehensive as one might hope. This discrepancy can,
among others, predominantly be attributed to two prominent obstacles frequently cited
by practitioners. First, many organizations hesitate to take substantial action until com-
prehensive regulations are put in place [12]. Often, waiting for clear regulatory guidelines
is preferred over additional efforts and burdens if one’s own initiatives do not align with
future provisions. Second, a lack of uniform, standardized approaches to translate the
agreed guidelines to easily implementable and effective actions has been noted within the
AI community [4,13,14], which is seen as a significant hurdle to their practical adoption.
The diverse landscape of measures and guidelines proposed by various entities creates
confusion and makes it challenging for organizations to discern the most appropriate path
to follow. In addition, there is uncertainty about which specific measures are the most
effective in ensuring trustworthy AI [12]. This ambiguity can inhibit decision-makers and
make them reluctant to commit to any particular strategy.

Our article shall support practitioners in finding a solution to these problems. We
approach the issue by moving the focus away from solely the trustworthiness of the prod-
uct itself to a stronger focus on the perceived trustworthiness of the development process.
While trustworthy AI is often defined as system requirements, in order to tangibly opera-
tionalize it, we need to understand its link to the measures along the development process.
Therefore, we propose a concept for a trustworthy development process for AI systems.
Our suggested framework is built off a semi-systematic literature analysis of AI governance
efforts to derive obligations and measures to fulfill agreed AI ethics requirements and map
them onto the AI development lifecycle. The results are compared to the implications for
practical AI governance from the landscape of EU-centered regulatory frameworks.

Our research can support AI practitioners, particularly regarding the two major prob-
lems mentioned above. The review-based methodology shows a growing consensus
regarding prominent measures of corporate AI governance. Incorporating well-known
and diverse, action-oriented governance frameworks presents a unified summary and
can provide clarity on which measures are generally proposed. The comparison with the
EU-focused regulatory landscape shows a high degree of consistency between the proposed
binding and non-binding measures and points to the core elements that can already be
addressed without the final regulations. Finally, our proposed conceptual extension of
trustworthy AI from solely a system configuration to the associated development process
can be the first step towards a heuristic for determining the efficacy of a measure—the
stronger it is linked to process trustworthiness characteristics, the stronger its potential for
fostering stakeholders’ trustworthiness perceptions, the underlying goal.

2. Theoretical Foundations of Trustworthy Processes for Operationalizing AI
Governance

A fundamental goal for AI providers in operationalizing AI governance is to foster
trust among their stakeholders. Societal actors are often predominantly impacted by the
outcomes of AI, although they can only indirectly influence their system design. This results
in a need for these stakeholders to trust in the responsible development of AI systems by
the AI provider and other contributors and, thus, in return, their induced obligation to
indicate their trustworthiness back to society.
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To display the resulting necessity of establishing concrete trustworthy processes for AI
development activities as well as requirements and first steps towards this, we outline the
theoretical foundations of trustworthy processes in the context of AI governance research
in the following. We start with an overview of the AI ecosystem, including its stakeholders
and their power over AI development processes, to display the need for trust and, therefore,
examine the underlying goal of trustworthy AI development. Building off traditional
trustworthy software development concepts, we subsequently review opportunities for
signaling trust in the development process and derive characteristics that can guide process
trustworthiness assessment. Finally, we examine related research on the translation of AI
governance mechanisms into trustworthy development processes to examine its current
status and reasons for the problems regarding operationalization in practice.

2.1. The Need for Trust in the AI Ecosystem

A major authority when establishing trust lies with providers of AI systems, as they are
responsible for understanding the user’s requirements and translating them into technical
applications. With their two key roles in realizing AI projects, deciding over and developing
the system along with its main characteristics, the AI provider naturally holds a large share
of power in the development process [7,15,16].

However, of course, it is intertwined and shared with a variety of different stakeholders
that contribute to the development of AI systems at different stages. The different phases
that are needed to evolve from the first problem statement to the final AI system deployment
and post-processing are outlined in the AI development lifecycle. It typically includes
(1) the problem understanding and design phase, where the problem, its characteristics, and
requirements are determined and a solution drafted; (2) the data collection and handling
phase, where relevant data are obtained, preprocessed, analyzed, and managed; (3) the
model building phase, involving the actual model development and testing; and (4) the
deployment and monitoring phase, where the system is deployed to the user and monitored
over time [17–20]. Figure 1 summarizes the four stages of the AI lifecycle and their various
required tasks and introduces the major stakeholders involved in each step.
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Figure 1. Stakeholder influence along the AI lifecycle.

The different stakeholder groups can influence different lifecycle stages to varying
degrees. The user, representing the organization that operates the AI system after de-
ployment, sets system requirements, supports problem understanding in the beginning,
and engages and collaborates in deployment and after-monitoring at the end of an AI
development project [10,21]. Apart from the system provider, this stakeholder group is
also the one that can most actively control AI development. Other stakeholder groups,
such as policy or academia, can consult, guide, or govern AI system development, e.g.,
through research, legislation, standards, and regulation; however, implementation of these
guidelines is left to the AI system developers. Finally, the arguably most passively engaged
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stakeholder group relates to broader society. They often require representatives, such as
civil society communities that consult policy and industry, to enforce their demands in the
AI development process [15].

Figure 1 shows that the AI ecosystem is manifold, and stakeholders can express and
assert their interests with varying influence. In particular, the conflict that broader society is
highly influenced by AI systems, however, can most passively engage in their development
is still unresolved. This is confirmed by the many guidelines for responsible or trustworthy
AI that place societal values at the center of considerations. Legislative efforts have further
highlighted the high importance of fundamental and human as well as civil rights and
democratic values (e.g., the AI Bill of Rights or the EU AI Act), prioritizing lawful, safe,
and trustable AI applications [2]. However, societal engagement’s outlined rather passive
nature requires them to trust that these values are responsibly integrated into the design and
development processes, which opens room for exploring how this trust can be promoted
and fulfilled.

2.2. Characteristics of Trustworthy AI Development Processes

While concrete requirements and best practices for trustworthy development pro-
cesses are continuously discussed in the more specific field of AI, their identification can
draw from the common ground determined for general software development. With
its main aim to reach trustworthy products, i.e., software that can satisfy objectives of
trustworthiness based on predefined requirements [22,23], a trustworthy development
process is the procedure through which such trustworthy products are created [23], i.e., the
procedure by which the requirements for considering the outcome trustworthy are ensured.
For software in general, characteristics of trustworthy products have been agreed upon
and are often reported among security, privacy, reliability, or business integrity [24]. The
development of trustworthy AI applications can draw on these characteristics; however,
its enhanced capabilities require further adaptations. The consensus on the ethical fun-
damentals of trustworthy AI has led to the definition of requirements for trustworthy AI
systems, often around the concepts of human agency and oversight, technical robustness
and safety, privacy and data governance, transparency, diversity, non-discrimination and
fairness, environmental and societal well-being, and accountability [2]. Most scholars
from theory and practice argue that AI applications that fulfill these requirements can be
deemed trustworthy.

This indicates that the foundations of system characteristics that trustworthy AI appli-
cations shall fulfill are already conceptualized. However, as pointed out earlier, ensuring
trustworthiness only partially depends on the resulting system and, in addition, must take
into consideration the process by which the system has been developed. Therefore, in order
to evoke stakeholder trust, not only are the system characteristics that make an AI appli-
cation trustworthy decisive, but also the characteristics that classify an AI development
process as trustworthy. We can also benefit from the overlaps between AI development
processes and regular software development. Although not finally settled, trustworthy
development processes have been suggested and discussed for regular software. Standards
like [25] on system life cycle processes for software engineering or [26] on a system secu-
rity engineering approach have been assessed regarding their potential for introducing
trustworthiness [27]. Further, standards like [28] or IEEE’s approach to ethically aligned
design [29] can give guidance on the central backbone of trustworthy development pro-
cesses. The core goal in this endeavor is to enhance the predictability and controllability of
development processes [23] and hence reduce the perceived dependability and uncertainty
for the trustor. In particular, five characteristics are mentioned for development processes
to be perceived as trustable. Figure 2 presents an overview of these characteristics.
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Figure 2. Requirements are presented that can be used to examine the trustworthiness of AI
applications as outlined by the AI HLEG, as well as to examine the trustworthiness of the AI
development process.

As a major pillar of trustworthiness, transparency requires clear and understandable
communication about the steps taken during the AI development process, particularly
making the process comprehensible and accessible to a wider audience, ensuring that
people can understand how requirements for trustworthy systems are intended to be met.
The steps taken within the development process to reach trustworthiness requirements
must thus be clear, comprehensible, and communicable with a broader audience. The
effects of transparency on trust have frequently been studied within and outside the
information systems domain. Particularly within an AI context, transparency is often
mentioned alongside explainability or interpretability, requiring that predictions or actions
of AI systems are justifiable and traceable. The motivation behind transparency, however,
differs according to the stakeholder and their perspectives. Weller [30], for example, lists
eight types of goals that should be reached with transparency, ranging from transparency
as a means for the developer to understand and debug a system to the facilitation of
monitoring and auditing. Such explanations can foster the acceptance of the system and
its design [31]. In a similar manner, transparency can facilitate acceptance regarding
the planned development practices and is, therefore, a central factor for trustworthiness
perceptions. On top, it lays the foundation for outside stakeholders to judge whether they
perceive the envisioned steps as suitable for ensuring the responsible development of the
system and thus have contributed to the prevention of undesired development practices.

Reliability and consistency are particularly important to enhance the process pre-
dictability, an essential component of fostering trust [32]. Hence, the development process
must be reasonable, predictable, and standardized. A core goal is to prove to outside actors
that processes follow a predefined plan and are not subject to arbitrary decisions or actions.
At the same time, reliable and consistent development indicates that the goal of reaching
responsible AI is pursued in a conscious and stringent way. A consistent process that is, at
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best, transparently communicated can reduce uncertainty for the trustor. Obligatoriness
can thereby further enhance process predictability. Mandatory activities in the process
can ensure the user that certain minimum requirements have been fulfilled and clarify
upcoming steps. Moreover, process credibility and legitimacy are supported if mandatory
steps are based on a legal foundation.

Objectivity in this context refers to the absence of favoritism when processing data
or deriving outcomes. It requires executing every step of the process in a neutral and
standardized manner without adapting steps to certain preferred implications or outputs.
All steps in the development process must be executed in an objective, unbiased, and
fair way.

Further, concrete accountabilities determined for each step of the development process
can foster user trust as they define responsibility and create the opportunity for more clearly
tracing system malfunctions to obligations within the development stage. Clear obligations
and accountabilities must, therefore, be discernible for the steps within the development
process. Accountability is a core requirement for considering trustworthy AI or within
legal frameworks. The EU AI Act mandates the definition of accountability frameworks
for high-risk AI systems, and the HLEG defines it as one of the key requirements for
trustworthy AI [2]. In a similar manner, it is a core characteristic of trustworthy processes.
Paulus, et al. [22], for example, mention it as a means of fostering security in trustworthy
software development.

Finally, the perceived trustworthiness of development processes can be enhanced
through enabling external monitoring and control. Auditability and intervenability, i.e.,
monitoring, checks, and options for intervention from external stakeholders, are, therefore,
crucial process requirements. The potential of using auditing practices to ensure ethical
AI design has lately been widely discussed [33]. Thereby, auditing refers to the process
of examining the consistency between a “set of auditable artifacts that record decisions,
systems, and processes” [9] and stated principles, regulations, norms, standard metrics,
or benchmarks [9,34]. Such checks are common for other high-risk technologies, such
as in aerospace or finance, and have been found promising in the context of AI [35].
The fundamental definition, however, also shows that practices for auditing responsible
AI cannot limit themselves to system properties but must consider the steps taken to
ensure ethical design along the development. Therefore, options for outside checks and
intervention are important characteristics for both the system and its development process
when aiming to enhance trustworthiness.

2.3. Moving towards Trustworthy AI Development

Works from different actors guide activities in the move of responsible AI to practice
and thus the development of corporate AI governance strategies, e.g., from policymakers,
standards development organizations (SDOs), or research and academia. In particular,
regulatory efforts are often demanded and seen as an appropriate way to unify currently
proposed approaches [12]. Regulations such as the EU AI Act, with its proposed risk cate-
gories and mandatory risk-dependent countermeasures, can clarify important groundwork
for AI providers and provide consistent guidance on what measures to take or which red
flags to avoid. However, regulation can and should specify AI governance mechanisms only
on a conceptual level. Going down to more specific, process-based provisions is clarified
by accompanying industry standards. For example, the US National Institute of Standards
and Technology AI Risk Management Framework defines important actions along the de-
velopment of AI systems to govern, map, measure, and manage AI-related risks [36]. IEEE
Standard 7000, on a standard model process for addressing ethical concerns during system
design on a broader scale, outlines a process for system engineers to incorporate ethical
values into their design practices [28]. The ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42 working group on artifi-
cial intelligence has (up to now) 20 published standards and 32 under development [37].
Among the published ones are fundamental groundworks on the trustworthiness of AI
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(e.g., [38]) or AI risk management (e.g., [39]). More concrete guidance on, for example, how
to integrate safety or transparency is currently under development.

Important work on operationalizing AI governance mechanisms also comes from
research and the academic field. Here we see efforts within two, often interrelated streams:
research proposing proactive approaches to set up responsible AI strategies or measures to
actively implement those in the development process and reactive approaches referring
to mechanisms to check—internally or externally—the responsibility of resulting systems
or processes such as through auditing or impact assessment. Much research focuses on
identifying and developing appropriate tools to integrate AI ethics into the design and
development stage, particularly in proactive approaches. For example, overviews can be
found on the current landscape of technical [8,10,11] and organizational [9,40] tools and
methods. Important summaries on methods for responsible design, development, and de-
ployment also come from the field of ethical AI assurance. Overviews and frameworks are
proposed (e.g., [41,42]) and are slowly transitioning from mere theoretical considerations to
actionable tools [43]. In contrast, reactive approaches focus less on the active adaptation of
the development process and more on the evaluation of the resulting system. Nevertheless,
they have important implications for the operationalization of responsible AI. Suggested
impact assessments (e.g., [44,45]) can offer valuable guidance on the required system or
process characteristics to implement. Auditing processes require the definition of “set[s]
of auditable artifacts that record decisions, systems, and processes” ([9], p. 4) to allow
checking them against predefined principles, metrics, or norms.

Therefore, while previous work already makes significant contributions to the opera-
tionalization of AI governance mechanisms, further efforts are needed to make them ready
for practical application. Proposed tools can, at least from a theoretical perspective, solve
many of the challenges; however, they are often considered unsuitable for their application
in practice and are, therefore, rarely used [11,46,47]. In the field of AI assurance, Burr
and Leslie ([41], p. 96), for example, specifically call for “practical systems and standards
that can help teams and organizations” as a next research step. As a foundation for their
adaptation to practical needs, a comprehensive understanding of the prominent measures
is required to identify how they can support the development process.

With our article, we want to contribute to this transition to practice. The benefit
and contribution of our research lie in integrating these approaches from the various
stakeholder groups. Our primary objective is to provide a more comprehensive overview
of the prominent measures and propel them into a tangible, actionable process to offer a
unified, actionable summary—an asset that practitioners have pointed out as missing. This
required a careful analysis of the multiple elements and their integration into a coherent
framework. Finally, to measure its effectiveness, we examine the developed concept
regarding its potential to facilitate the underlying goal: reflecting trustworthiness and,
hence, fostering trust with stakeholders.

3. Methodology

Underlying our research is the assumption that in order to make an AI system trustwor-
thy, we cannot only focus on the trustworthiness of the application itself but also take into
account the trustworthiness of the development process. In this paper, our key objective is
to derive the elements for a trustworthy process for responsible AI development from exist-
ing AI governance frameworks and discuss its potential for satisfying characteristics for
process trustworthiness. We conceptualize the process from an analysis of regulatory and
organizational frameworks that represent both legally binding and non-binding measures.

We have chosen a semi-systematic qualitative literature analysis methodology. This
research method is used for heterogeneous topics that are conceptualized and studied by a
wide variety of research disciplines [48]. In particular, it is needed where fully systematic
reviews are impossible due to the complexity or variety of research approaches, topics, and
types [49]. We follow this methodology, as we aimed for practice-oriented frameworks,
including standards, civil society comments, or policy efforts, and thus, a systematic
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keyword search on scientific search engines did not provide the anticipated results. Non-
binding measures were collected from a variety of global AI governance frameworks and
compared to legally binding measures that are currently enforced or planned in the EU.

3.1. Data Collection

Ethical and robustness-related obligations were obtained from four main fields of
sources: (1) non-regulative policy efforts, (2) standards developing organizations (SDOs),
(3) academic and research institutes or consortiums, and (4) non-governmental organi-
zations (NGOs) or civil society groups. Actors to be investigated were retrieved from
the aiethicist.org-repository [50]. The tabs “AI Principles” and “AI Governance” were
systematically searched for stakeholders active in the field who had published documents
giving insights on obligations and responsibilities for AI providers. As the primary focus
of the study is how to operationalize trustworthy AI in practice, only documents that
went beyond defining AI principles in general but included practice-orientated recom-
mendations were included. A specific link to AI systems was required, i.e., documents
where the primary focus lay on data governance were excluded. Further, these documents
needed to be referenced on the respective stakeholder’s website or found through regular
online searches.

This systematic search resulted in a total of 155 considered stakeholders, of which
documents on the responsible development of AI were found from 45 actors. Finally,
14 of these were found to have published practice-oriented reports on AI-related obliga-
tions, measures, or responsibilities, meeting the outlined inclusion criteria. Four documents
were from non-regulative policy efforts [2,51–53], three were from SDOs [29,36,54], five
documents were published by research institutes or academic consortiums [55–59], and two
by NGOs or other civil society interest communities [60,61]. An overview of all retrieved
stakeholders and those of which publications were included in the analysis can be found as
Supplementary Material.

The main aim of the legal analysis was to provide an overview of thematic fields
from which legal obligations for AI providers can arise when developing or deploying AI
systems. The EU AI Act was used as a first point of reference to identify those. While it
provides the backbone of AI-specific obligations, the EU AI Act’s Explanatory Memoran-
dum (particularly its sections 1.2 and 1.3) was used to determine related regulative fields.
A context-independent search confirmed and extended a first draft of the categorization
into obligation topics resulting from the AI Act’s Recitals. For this, the EUR-lex summary
repository [62] was used. Administered by the EU, it provides overviews of the main
EU legal acts. The listed 32 policy fields were searched for EU decisions that could have
an impact and result in obligations for AI providers. Finally, a non-systematic literature
review on legal obligations for AI systems via Google Scholar confirmed the resulting five
obligation fields presented in Section 4.1.

3.2. Data Analysis

The resulting documents were analyzed to retrieve the elements of the trustworthy
AI development process. As shown in Figure 3, the identified policy and governance
recommendations were used to derive obligations for AI providers from principles for
trustworthy AI. These obligations were mapped to related measures to fulfill the identified
duties. The resulting process for trustworthy AI development was compared to legally
binding obligations from current EU law.

The non-binding obligations and related measures from policy and governance docu-
ments were retrieved using a thematic analysis methodology. The principles for trustworthy
AI, more specifically, the seven key requirements for trustworthy AI as proposed by the
AI-HLEG, were used as guidance for the analysis. For each principle, related obligations
were determined iteratively by repeatedly working through all documents and retrieving
codes. Similar to the process described by Braun and Clarke [63], these codes were then
translated to more overarching themes, which can be found in the Supplementary Material.
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The resulting themes were reviewed and refined until they represented distinctive AI
provider obligations.
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Figure 3. Procedure of mapping principles for trustworthy AI to a trustworthy AI development
process.

In a similar manner, the documents were re-evaluated to retrieve the measures required
to fulfill the identified obligations. For each identified obligation, related measures were
derived through thematic analysis, retrieving and summarizing measure suggestions, and
iteratively converging to a concise set of measures [64]. The resulting landscape of measures
and the documents in which they were found can be reviewed in the Supplementary
Material. Summarizing the resulting measures and mapping them along the AI lifecycle
revealed the final elements of the trustworthy AI development process.

Finally, the resulting process was compared to obligations and measures suggested in
binding legal texts. The identified regulatory fields and related EU-level legal documents
were summarized regarding their imposed measures for the AI provider (see Supplemen-
tary Material). The resulting legally binding measures were compared to the developed
trustworthy process, and elements of the process that were found legally enforced were
marked accordingly. From this analysis, no new measures were added to the process, as
no fundamentally new measures were found in the legal texts that directly impacted the
providers’ processes linked to the system’s AI component.

4. From Trustworthy Principles to a Trustworthy Development Process

To investigate the elements as well as the state and implications of process trustworthi-
ness in AI development procedures, we outline the derived framework for a trustworthy
process of AI development from the existing fundamentals of trustworthy AI in the fol-
lowing. In particular, we elaborate on its foundation in the identification of AI provider
obligations and the determination of related measures to address them.

4.1. From Principles to Obligations

The conducted analysis of obligations linked to responsible AI development supports
the consensus on fundamental values that have been mentioned in the previous literature.
Identified obligations are seen along the previously determined underlying principles. In
Table 1, we report them along the seven key requirements for trustworthy AI due to their
comprehensiveness and widespread acknowledgment. Within the columns, obligations are
sorted according to the frequency with which they were found in the studied documents.
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Table 1. Identified obligations for the AI provider along with AI HLEG’s seven key requirements for
trustworthy AI.

Human Agency
and Oversight

Technical
Robustness and
Safety

Privacy and Data
Governance

Transparency Diversity, Non-
Discrimination,
and Fairness

Societal and
Environmental
Well-Being

Accountability

Ensure human au-
tonomy/agency/
determination
Respect and
protect fundamen-
tal/human rights
Ensure human
oversight
Enable system
termination
Promote human
augmentation

Ensure safety
Ensure accuracy
Ensure security
Ensure reliability
Ensure
robustness
Ensure validity
Ensure
reproducibility
Ensure resilience
to attack
Ensure
traceability
Establish a
fallback plan
Ensure system
quality
Ensure
verification

Ensure privacy
Ensure data
protection
Ensure data
quality
Control data
access
Ensure lawful
data processing
Prevent data
misuse/overuse
Ensure data
security
Ensure data
integrity
Foster data risk
awareness

Enable
explainability of
technical
processes
Communicate
system
capabilities and
limitations
Explain related
human decisions/
reasoning
Ensure
traceability of
datasets and
processes
Inform about AI
interaction
Promote AI
education
Allow access for
auditing
Communicate
intended use
Ensure
explicability
Allow for
intervention
Ensure
independence
Ensure
transparency on
responsibilities
Ensure
truthfulness

Avoid/Correct/
Monitor unfair
bias
Ensure non-
discrimination
Ensure diversity
and inclusion
Ensure equity,
equality, and
solidarity
Ensure
accessibility
Ensure lawful
development
Enable multi-
stakeholder
engagement
Enable
compensation
and remedy in
case of
discrimination
Ensure peace and
justice
Define fairness
Enable
opportunity for
correction

Prevent and
reduce harm
Monitor social
impact
Do more good
than harm
Ensure
environmental
friendliness
Ensure
proportionality to
legitimate aim
Ensure
sustainability
Monitor
democratic
impact
Prevent misuse
Establish multi-
stakeholder
dialog
Ensure right
foundation
Ensure scientific
foundation

Ensure
auditability
Provide
documentation
and information
Assess general
impacts
Determine/assign
responsibilities
Allow for redress
Establish
appropriate
oversight
Establish ethics
overseeing
internal/external
entity
Establish
measurement
mechanisms
Ensure public
engagement
Control access
Foster
accountability by
design
Create codes of
conduct
Collect feedback
Ensure harm
compensation

4.2. From Obligations to Measures

While the outlined obligations present the foundation for trustworthy AI development,
moving closer towards implementation, measures to ensure their fulfillment can be derived.
These measures were consolidated from existing AI governance frameworks and legal
considerations with a focus on EU policy. The resulting list of binding and non-binding
measures is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Measures AI providers can adopt to fulfill their obligations according to the studied AI
governance documents.

Non-Binding Binding *

Plan Create codes of conduct Develop AI governance strategies regarding:
- trustworthy AI measurement and evaluation
- data protection and access
- quality management
- risk management
- human intervention
- displacement and business change
- privacy and accountability (by design)
- education and awareness raising regarding harms and system misuse

Determine/assign responsibilities and accountabilities.
Set requirements and thresholds for:

- system safety
- accuracy, reliability
- quality of data preparation and training
- supporting hardware, software (incl. cloud applications)
- industrial and consumer use case

Redress and compensation for harms (incl. due to discrimination)
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Table 2. Cont.

Non-Binding Binding *

Create and
establish

Establish participatory development processes through:
- pull mechanisms: offer public feedback opportunities, adoption of open standards, and

interoperability to facilitate collaboration
- push mechanisms: clarification of public concerns and questions, consultation of directly

or indirectly affected stakeholders
Create ethics overseeing internal/external entity
Ensure team diversity regarding backgrounds, cultures, disciplines
Establish risk prevention/management regarding:

- wrong, unintended, or forbidden use of data
- data modification or abuse
- fairness-related harm
- adversarial patch tricking
- human errors
- intentionally or unintentionally included biases

Avoid, correct, and monitor unfair bias through:
- removing identifiable discriminatory bias where possible
- testing and monitoring mechanisms
- evaluating how potential biases might arise

Enable and ensure human control over data and processes
Educate relevant personnel
Ensure oversight and control regarding:

- system purpose, constraints, requirements, decisions
- shut down or modify misbehaving systems

Enable auditing through:
- developing audit trail requirements
- provide access for internal or external auditing

Apply systematic risk management (incl. a fallback plan)
Enable human oversight (human-on-the-loop) or human control (human-in-the-loop) by the user
to:

- assess and rectify incorrect predictions
- avoid human subordination
- avoid basing decisions with significant impact solely on automated processing
- enable attribution of ethical and legal responsibility
- terminate the system if human control of the system is no longer possible

Provide options for public intervention and participation regarding:
- choosing which digital services to use or to avoid using them
- correcting false information
- questioning and changing unfair, biased, or discriminatory systems
- right to a final determination made by a person
- consider bias and safety bug-bounty programs

Ensure explainability of technical processes, e.g., through using tools, regarding:
- system outcomes (incl. why similar-looking circumstances generate different outcomes)
- logic or algorithm behind the outcome
- main factors in a decision
- data quality, accuracy

Assess and
evaluate

Ex ante impact assessments regarding:
- fundamental and human rights
- privacy
- society and societal norms
- sustainability and environment
- democracy
- system’s legitimate, proportionate, and scientific foundation

Evaluate opportunities for quality labels and certifications
Evaluate independence of (critical) infrastructure
Ex post impact assessment regarding:

- system accessibility
- unfair denial of resources, rights, goods, participation

Assess compliance with applicable international and domestic legislation, standards, and practices
Test data quality regarding:

- accuracy
- actuality
- integrity
- representativeness

Assess and ensure lawfulness of data processing regarding:
- protection of data and metadata
- data access and control
- user’s freedom of intrusion
- limiting observations

Test system regarding:
- accuracy/reliability (through model selection, measurement metrics, mitigation of model

over-/underfitting)
- robustness (through sensitivity analysis)
- security (regarding data poisoning, model leakage, unexpected, adversarial or malicious

use, cybersecurity threats)
- discrimination (regarding use of protected classes and dataset representativeness)
- validity
- verification
- domain-specific requirements (through simulation, in-domain testing, software/hardware

requirements)
Assess and ensure lawful development
Assess and ensure truthfulness regarding statements to customers and consumers

Document and
communicate

Support AI education through:
- supporting educational curricula and public awareness activities
- engaging with civil society to understand best practice for education

Documentation and record-keeping of:
- datasets
- data provenance, gathering, and labeling
- data testing processes
- data access

Document for traceability and reproducibility:
- provide replication files
- use tools (e.g., to abstract computational graphs and archive data at each step of

transformation pipelines)
- adopt open standards

Disclose during use:
- interaction with AI system
- which consumer actions can negatively impact scores/decisions

Communicate with relevant stakeholders, e.g., in the form of use manuals:
- definitions of key concepts and measures
- system purpose, reach, (intended) use, capabilities, and limitations
- design decisions, including characteristics of training data and model structure
- data protection processes
- responsible internal and external actors

Provide documentation of:
- system goals
- design choices including definitions, standards, testing, measurements, and assessments

of performance, privacy, and fairness
- identified biases and their potential impacts
- stakeholders involved and their responsibilities
- risk management structures, including monitoring, feedback, error correction, human

control, and cybersecurity

* Binding measures were found in the studied EU regulations or directives as mandatory for some AI technologies
or under certain conditions.

4.2.1. Measures According to AI Governance Documents

Measures to address the obligations of AI providers were found, as similarly suggested
in previous work by Mäntymäki, et al. [65], among activities for planning, assessment, and
ensuring creation and communication.

Planning activities include mechanisms for establishing the strategic alignment of sys-
tem development and associated risks regarding the AI provider’s obligations, including
the creation of governance strategies and codes of conduct, frameworks for risk man-
agement and accountability attribution, as well as determination and documentation of
system requirements and thresholds. A fundamental goal to foster is the prevention of
harms related to violation of rights, privacy, safety, security, sustainability, or, generally, the
public good [52]. Considerations for strategy development should be based on conditions
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of normal use and potentially unanticipated but foreseeable use or misuse [51]. In addi-
tion, the diversity of cultural norms within the user groups should be taken into account,
whereby the inclusion of different stakeholders during the creation of strategic directions
can help [29].

Mechanisms to assess the fulfillment of certain AI provider obligations and ensure
appropriate action-taking if needed include standardized impact assessments (including
technical testing) before and after development on certain system properties and implica-
tions, as well as evaluation of system dependencies, lawfulness of data processing, and
development, team characteristics and capabilities, options for auditing (including quality
labels and certifications), truthfulness, and ensuring of compensation. The rationale behind
this group of measures is to ensure that AI systems should only be deployed after a proper
assessment of their purpose, objectives, benefits, and risks [61], bearing in mind that these
assessments must be proportionate, rational, and methodologically sound [2].

The group of mechanisms to establish certain conditions comprises activities linked
to obligations that require or impact the active (re-)design of the system or organizational
processes linked to it. This is mainly required regarding the creation of participatory
development and public intervention mechanisms, measures to ensure human oversights
and control (including a focus on monitoring ethical aspects), as well as provision of certain
documentation and enabling of explanation to ensure that processes can be appropriately
steered. It is important for the implementation of such measures to take into account “shifts
in technologies, the emergence of new groups of stakeholders, and to allow for meaningful
participation by marginalized groups, communities and individuals” [52].

Finally, communication activities are a prerequisite for multi-stakeholder engagement.
Such measures are linked to the disclosure of certain information, communication of system
definitions, purpose, limitations, risks, and use and education of staff, users, and the general
public. Particular proactive engagement from AI providers has been demanded regarding
the evaluation of augmenting human capabilities, advancing inclusion of underrepresented
populations, reducing economic, social, gender, and other inequalities, and protecting
natural environments [51]. For due and effective communication measures, the information
provided needs to be understood and accurate and disclosed to the general public or the
responsible human in charge [60].

4.2.2. Comparison to Legal Perspective

Requirements from legal frameworks have been found among five thematic fields and
depend on the type and use of an AI-based application. Figure 4 presents an overview of
the identified and analyzed regulatory texts.

To account for risks that arise specifically from the development and use of AI, the
Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council for Laying Down Harmonized
Rules on Artificial Intelligence and Amending Certain Union Legislative Acts, or short, the
AI Act [66], suggests a four-level risk categorization into unacceptable, high, limited, and
minimal risk systems. AI systems bearing unacceptable risks will be prohibited partially or
in their entirety from use on the EU market; high-risk systems will be subject to conformity
assessments, and thus, further restrictive measures will be implemented, mostly for the
AI provider. While systems posing limited risks will need to ensure certain transparency
requirements, minimal-risk systems are free of binding measures, only recommended
to provide and follow self-imposed codes of conduct to voluntarily commit to the same
response measures as high-risk systems.
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As AI systems rely on data processing, they are subject to the restrictions set out by the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [67], particularly when it comes to processing
personal data or even special categories thereof. In such cases, the processing must meet
additional safety and privacy requirements. In addition, special rights are granted to the
data subject, which allow them to demand certain handling of their data from the data
operator. While the GDPR, thus, directly entails mandatory measures for the AI provider,
there are further EU regulations concerning data, both personal and non-personal, that
affect the AI provider, however, only to a limited extent. Regulation 2017/0003 [68] on
Privacy and Electronic Communications (ePrivacy Regulation), provides more concrete
specifications for electronic communications data and thus complements GDPR, where such
data qualify as personal. It generally restricts interference with electronic communications
data, e.g., in the form of listening, tapping, storing, or monitoring, to certain permitted
use cases (ePrivacy Regulation, Art. 5). The proposal for Regulation 2022/0047 [69] on
harmonized rules on fair access to and use of data (Data Act) sets out obligations for the
provision of data generated by the use of (physical) products that collect and transmit data.
Regulation 2020/0340 [70] on European data governance (Data Governance Act) regulates
the reuse and sharing of data between stakeholders in the EU to strengthen data availability
and exchange. While these legislations may impact the AI-providing organization, e.g., if
the system falls within one of the covered use cases or if the AI provider is involved in data
collection and post-processing, their set out obligations, however, are linked to the overall
system and have less direct implications for the AI component.

If AI components are treated as or built into products, requirements from product
safety and liability can impose obligations and, therefore, require protective measures
from the AI component provider. In this regard, the two constructs of the General Product
Safety Directive (GPSD) [71] and Product Liability Directive (PLD) [72] provide two com-
plementary mechanisms for enforcement of damage-related consumer claims, where the
PLD outlines the liability specifications to assert claims that result from a defect or unsafe
product, and product safety regulations lay down the specifications that a product must
adhere to in order to be considered safe. While the AI Act outlines some safety-related
AI requirements, the new GPSR “provides a safety net for products and risks to health
and safety of consumers that do not enter into the scope of application of the AI proposal”
(GPSR), and therefore AI-equipped products that are not subject to the more specific safety
rules of the AI Act, i.e., products where the AI component is considered to pose only mini-
mal risk, must comply with the provisions of the GPSR [73]. Nevertheless, the legislator
sees a particular need for action regarding AI and supports the PLD with the proposition of
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an AI Liability Directive (AILD) [74] that explicitly addresses claims in relation to AI-based
systems. Here, especially access to information on high-risk systems and the burden of
prove shall be adapted to the specific circumstances of AI (AILD, Art. 1(1)).

In order to “create a safer digital space where the fundamental rights of users are
protected and to establish a level playing field for businesses” [75], the EU has adapted
and extended some of its existing regulations in the area of commercial practices to fur-
ther strengthen consumer rights and trust. This particularly includes the development of
Regulation 2022/2065 [76], the Digital Services Act (DSA), and Regulation 2020/0374 [77],
the Digital Markets Act (DMA). The DSA sets restrictions for digital services providers,
defined as providers of “intermediary service”, such as conduit, caching, or hosting ser-
vices. AI-based use cases are affected in many ways, predominantly in the form of online
advertisement targeting and recommender systems. The DMA similarly imposes addi-
tional obligations for “gatekeepers”, i.e., large providers of core platform services, such as
Amazon, Apple, Google, Meta, or Microsoft. While most obligations relate to restrictions
of limiting access to data and services, AI-based applications are particularly addressed
when it comes to recommender systems. In addition to the specific rules of the digital
domain, existing legal frameworks on commercial practices also carry responsibilities for
the AI provider. Directive 2005/29/EC [78], the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive
(UCPD), prohibits misleading and aggressive commercial practices. Particularly, restriction
of misleading practices can impact AI applications, as the AI provider must not provide
false information or deceive consumers regarding, among others, the main characteristics of
products, such as their benefits and risks, and compliance with promoted codes of conduct.

Finally, human or fundamental rights, founded in the Charter of Fundamental rights of
the European Union (2000/C 364/01) [79], are the foundational basis for most of the above-
outlined legal frameworks. In the implementation of Union law, they apply between EU
institutions and bodies and the people; therefore, in the context of AI, no direct obligations
for AI providers can be inferred from the legal text. Nevertheless, they are frequently
mentioned in the context of AI, as risks and challenges for the respect of human rights are
often identified with the introduction of AI systems [80]. This results in a direct obligation
for the state to protect its citizens from restrictions on fundamental rights and an indirect
obligation for the AI provider to comply with the stipulated provisions and measures
against imposing restrictions on fundamental rights.

In summary, the policy takes a similar view to AI governance and has already incorpo-
rated some of the determined measures into regulatory and legal guidance. The conditions
under which they are mandatory depend on the particular AI application, e.g., a systematic
risk management procedure is required only for AI systems classified as high-risk under
the EU AI Act, or the engaged target group, e.g., truthful statements regarding a system’s
properties and capabilities are particularly mandatory for communication with consumers
according to UCPD. Therefore, we would like to note that our indications in Table 2 re-
garding binding practices should not be read as legal advice on which mechanisms to
implement but constitute an analysis of which methods are regarded as both relevant
and generalizable enough by legislators to be mandated across multiple use cases. This
objective can provide interesting insights when examining which measures are suggested
as mandatory or not and is useful for the development of a standardized, trustworthy AI
development process.

4.3. From Measures to Process

The determined measures result in a framework for the trustworthy development of
AI systems. Figure 5 outlines the derived activities and outputs.
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Measures within the process were found on two levels: activities that relate to strategic
decision-making and, therefore, must be clarified on an organizational level and activities
that depend on the use case or context-specific circumstances and, therefore, are specified
per project. Organizational-level activities include strategy-setting tasks, such as developing
a corporate AI governance roadmap or planning AI education and training offerings
within and outside the organization. Project-level activities are structured along the AI
development lifecycle, outlining the tasks that are required in each stage according to our
analysis. Reporting certain outputs within or outside the organization is recommended on
both levels.

5. Discussion

The proposed conceptual framework of a trustworthy development process for AI
applications outlines the measures that have been identified to ensure the trustworthiness
of AI applications regarding their responsible development and use. The identification of
prominent AI governance measures from regulatory, policy, standardization, and research
activities can support AI providers in setting up appropriate corporate AI governance
strategies. In the following, we discuss its potential for fostering outlined process trustwor-
thiness characteristics as well as determine the next steps in the practical implementation
of such activities and processes.

5.1. Process Trustworthiness of Current Responsible AI Development

Previous research has indicated that trustworthiness can be enhanced by facilitating
stakeholders’ perception of certain key process characteristics. Transparency, reliability and
consistency, objectivity, accountability, and audibility and intervenability were seen among
the most crucial ones for procedural trustworthiness. To foster those, currently proposed
measures for trustworthy AI and, more specifically, the derived process for trustworthy
development of AI systems can show promising potential, above all by two important
properties of the derived development process.

First, the clear structure it introduces can offer stakeholders insight into the measures
that will be taken to prevent ethical problems or irresponsible AI. The implementation of
a clear and structured framework to address responsible and trustworthy AI has become
essential for stakeholders in the field; however, clarity regarding required measures is
often mentioned as a major drawback [12]. The derived development process outlines
a series of concrete steps and actions that can be taken at different levels to prevent and
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mitigate potential ethical challenges and the proposed outcomes to be communicated more
broadly. This can have an impact on transparency on several levels, firstly through the
fact that there is a concrete process, which in the best case is also openly communicated,
and secondly, more obviously, through the proposed publicly reported outputs. In that, it
promotes two important functions of transparency. The clear structure of measures helps
stakeholders understand a system’s strengths and limitations, and the clear communication
of processes and outputs allows for checking whether a system works appropriately and,
in this case, ethically [30]. In addition, its second function, the disclosure of processes and
thus comprehensibility of mitigating measures, influences the perception of auditability. As
previously outlined, such auditing processes require artifacts and evidence to be checked
against the established ethical principles [9,34]. The determined development measures
make it easier to meet this requirement, as the artifacts needed for auditing can be derived
from the concrete actions taken throughout the process. Trustworthiness can further be
enhanced through the introduction of legitimacy. The proposed measures result from the
analysis of existing framework conceptions; most have been subject to a consultation period
involving relevant stakeholders in the framework’s development. This ensures that the
decisions made are well-founded and align with the values and expectations of the broader
community. Finally, obligatoriness is signaled in the process. The derived development
process identifies certain steps as mandatory, reinforcing its commitment to ethical practices
and responsible AI. This emphasizes the seriousness of the endeavor and underscores the
importance of adhering to these guidelines in AI-related initiatives.

A second key property of the derived development measures that can influence per-
ceived procedural trustworthiness is the breakdown of steps into specific tangible actions.
Such a step-by-step approach can foster accountability by breaking an AI provider’s ethical
obligations down to related countermeasures, enabling the definition of responsibilities on
this level. This, in return, further enhances an essential function of explanation and, thus, a
key requirement for trustworthy AI, enabling the meaningful challenge of an AI system’s
outputs [30].

However, while such an approach can thus ensure much improvement of procedural
trustworthiness, there are also certain characteristics in the current form of the process that
demand further reiteration to fully support trustworthiness perceptions.

One significant issue that pertains is the vagueness of some steps within the process.
While many steps are well-defined and offer a clear roadmap for addressing ethical con-
cerns, some remain ambiguous. This lack of preciseness can hinder perceptions of the
reliability of the overall process. If certain steps are open to interpretation, it might be left
to individual organizations or decision-makers to decide how they are implemented. This
subjectivity could lead to inconsistent practices and potentially compromise the overall
effectiveness of the process. Moreover, the binding nature of the procedure is not always
clear. Even in the investigated legally mandated measures, there is some leeway on the
interpretation and requirements for implementation. The level of obligatoriness might vary
depending on the specific use case, context, or area of implementation. Such inconsistencies
could raise questions about the enforceability and effectiveness of the process. Stakeholders
might wonder whether the process’s guidelines are universally binding or if they can be
overlooked or circumvented in certain circumstances, leading to potential compromises in
the perceived trustworthiness of the process.

A final point of consideration when evaluating the process’s effect on trustworthiness
is its ability to actually ensure the system characteristics that are seen as required for
trustworthy AI. The question can be raised whether merely following the prescribed steps
is sufficient to ensure a trustworthy AI system. For example, while we have seen that
the clarified steps can promote some functions of transparency, others, such as the need
to “overcome the reasonable fear of the unknown” [30], are not necessarily addressed.
The “unknown” is often related to malfunctioning or misuse of the system, but it is not
necessarily clear whether the proposed measures are sufficient to avoid this in the best
possible way. The consensus identified on certain measures to ensure the trustworthiness
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of AI systems and the high level of attention currently being paid to this issue may indicate
that at least all the obvious measures have been defined. However, whether these measures
can finally lead to enhanced trustworthiness of the systems and more stakeholder trust in
the development procedure is neither clear for procedural trustworthiness nor is it solved
in general.

5.2. Next Steps in Trustworthy AI Development

Our analysis indicates a high-level consensus around measures that can be taken
to mitigate ethical issues of AI systems along the development process. Clarity is often
mentioned by practitioners as a major drawback to the realization of AI ethics principles.
While the entirety of developed concepts can bring clarification on what is generally
required from AI providers to ensure responsible AI, the vagueness of some proposed
measures is also apparent in our analysis. Particularly when breaking obligations down
into respective measures, we see that while some measures seem to be quite “ready-to-use”,
others require further efforts to apply them to real-world scenarios. For example, while the
task of determining and assigning responsibilities seems straightforward, recent studies
have indicated that accountabilities for AI systems are often ambiguous in reality, calling
for the creation of detailed accountability frameworks [12,81,82]. In implementing such
development processes, it is important to identify with practice which of the measures
are already implementable and which need more detailing. The context will certainly
play a major role here, as different industry use cases have different characteristics and
requirements regarding the demand for and magnitude of obligations [83]. We see that
legislation already accounts for this, and, for example, the current proposal of the AI Act
classifies AI systems according to their use case industry into risk levels. The scope of
imposed, binding measures followingly depends on the risk that results from a system’s
use. While our analysis gives an overview of which measures exist in general, we make no
assumptions about which of them are relevant or more important than others given certain
contexts. Clearly, a simultaneous implementation of all the measures described does not
seem realistic or desirable for all AI systems. Future research can, therefore, focus on how
the summarized obligations can be applied to real case studies and what this implies for
the trustworthiness of AI systems.

Further, while recent research often focuses on the technical implementation of respon-
sible AI, for example, through tools or “by-design” concepts, our analysis shows that AI
governance mechanisms currently are largely recommended among non-technical methods,
for example, regarding strategy-making, documentation, and communication. This either
reemphasizes the inability of available technical tools to meet the needs of practice or sug-
gests that careful consideration must be given when automated or “by-design” approaches
are feasible and desirable and when a non-technical assessment of activities, perhaps based
on human intuition, is required. For instance, although technical tools to detect bias in
training data might be helpful, a thorough interpretation of the results regarding whether
the identified biases result from unfair assumptions will surely be needed. The notion that
AI governance measures are largely non-technical methods further impacts the current
view on accountability for AI systems. In comparison, system developers and designers are
often named as responsible entities for ensuring responsible AI [81]. Most of the identified
measures are not directly linked to system implementation and would require inputs or
action from further departments, such as those related to strategy, communication, and
management. This suggests that a more concrete examination of what actions should be
taken to fulfill which obligations, taking into account the context of application and the
characteristics of the expected mechanisms, can further facilitate the identification of the
bodies or roles that can be held accountable for the outcomes of an AI system.

Finally, our analysis presents a comprehensive list of obligations and measures that
current, practice-oriented AI governance frameworks offer to ensure the trustworthy behav-
ior of AI. It, however, cannot answer the question of whether implementing these measures,
to a reasonable extent and with reasonable effort, will finally increase stakeholder trust and
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lead to a proper realization of the goal of responsible AI. Trust is a property of an individual
trustor, who, based on personal perceptions and experiences, beliefs that an outcome is
beneficial enough to engage in an unknown situation [22,84]. Being a psychological state
of the trustor based on their subjective perceptions and decisions [85], trust can only be
influenced; however, it cannot be directly controlled by the trusted organization. Both
theoretical and empirical research suggest that certain measures to implement ethical con-
siderations into system design and hence to signal trustworthiness positively influence the
stakeholder perceptions—for example, measures to enhance fairness and individuality can
promote user satisfaction with applications [86] or certain system design choices such as
human-in-the-loop architectures can help reduce algorithmic aversion [87]. Nevertheless,
the final decision remains to the respective stakeholders. Therefore, in practice, appropriate
techniques for measuring the impact achieved, as well as continuous monitoring and
re-evaluation of the measures implemented, will be key.

5.3. Limitations

Our derived framework of a trustworthy AI development process provides a unified
overview of corporate AI governance mechanisms as proposed by various stakeholder
groups, and the resulting clarity can thus support AI providers in the development of
responsible AI governance strategies. However, there are also limitations to the scope of
our results.

The chosen methodology was found suitable and required for determining practice-
oriented recommendations from a variety of stakeholders. However, due to the semi-
systematic approach, it is possible that other similarly relevant documents were not con-
sidered. In addition, given the rapid growth of this field, further practical guidelines may
emerge which have not been included in this research. However, given the comprehensive
approach to the identification of stakeholders, the diversity of considered stakeholder
groups, and the similarity of identified measures as determined in the analysis, we do
not see this as a weakness of our study. A second limitation stems from the required
geographical focus when analyzing the implications of regulation. It was necessary to limit
the scope either in breadth or in depth, which is why we opted for a granular review only
of the EU regulatory landscape. However, given the EU’s leadership in responsible AI
governance and their advanced regulation in this field, we regard this as a minor limitation
to our analysis and, in contrast, see valuable insights for other geographical areas.

6. Conclusions

The need to detail principles of ethical AI and adapt them for operationalization
in practice is repeatedly emphasized in various fields. Roads to this goal are seen in
assessing the current governance landscape, further clarification, and detailed conceptual-
izations [4,13]. Particularly from a practitioner’s perspective, unification and clarification
regarding responsibilities and related measures are needed to support them in establishing
appropriate corporate AI governance strategies.

Our research aims to support these required objectives by advancing research on
trustworthy development processes for AI applications. We explored the essential char-
acteristics that define a process as trustworthy, drawing upon traditional concepts from
trustworthy software development. By investigating the fulfillment of these trustworthy de-
velopment propositions within frequently proposed trustworthy AI measures, we assessed
whether they can effectively ensure responsible AI applications. Through a semi-systematic
literature analysis of AI governance efforts and EU-centered regulatory frameworks, we
translated agreed AI ethics requirements into practical obligations and derived the mea-
sures suggested to fulfill them. By mapping these measures onto the AI development
lifecycle, we conceptualized the framework of a trustworthy AI development process.

Our research can, therefore, provide important insights for the practical implementa-
tion of AI governance measures. Obligations of AI providers to comply with the agreed
ethical principles of AI were determined, and the corresponding measures that can be
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implemented to fulfill these were systematically retrieved. The resulting concept of a
process for the trustworthy development of AI systems can help support clarity on the
state of the art of demanded mechanisms. Finally, the discussion on the degree of process
trustworthiness that can be fulfilled with such a process sheds light on the overall state of
trust in AI applications.

While our analysis can thus provide much clarification regarding the steps toward
principle operationalization, it also sheds light on the open questions that will be clarified
next. While a general catalog of measures applicable across various application scenarios
seems useful to obtain a standardized overview, a case-based consideration is needed to
identify which obligations and related measures are seen as particularly relevant for certain
uses and, more generally, how to determine a heuristic to discover these variances. Further,
a clearer distinction in which use cases or contexts automated technical approaches are
feasible and desirable, and thus, developing technical tools to implement them is needed.
Finally, our results provide a comprehensive overview of the tasks required to fulfill certain
AI provider obligations. Whether these tasks are reasonable in practice and particularly
whether they are enough to thoroughly consider an AI system as appropriately responsible
might require further measurement mechanisms or independent assessments.
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